
REPORT REQUEST FOR COUNCIL DECISION

RECOMMENDATION: THAT Council:

PITT MEADOWS

A. Receive the Environmental Consultant Development Review report, dated March 25, 2016,
regarding the current fill site practices at 19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue for
information; AND

B. Receive the Environmental Consultant Development Review presentation, dated April 12, 2016,
regarding the current fill site practices at 19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue for
information; AND

C. Direct staff to temporarily suspend the Developer’s Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit at
19265 Airport Way until all outstanding environmental recommendations of Dillon Consulting
Limited in the report dated March 25, 2016 have been corrected; OR

As directed by Council on Nov 17, 2015, staff issued a request for proposals on Dec 7, 2015 to have a
third party environmental consultant review and critique the Developer’s work to date. This contract
was awarded on Jan 4, 2016 and since then a thorough review of the Developer’s fill site practices at
19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Ave has been completed.

KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):

1.0 Key Concerns — 19265 Airport Way Fill Site

1.1 Developer’s Interpretation of the Ministry of Environment’s Contaminated Sites Regulation as it
Relates to Soil Relocation:

No Suggested Action:

The City of Pitt Meadows Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2352, 2007 (page 174) identifies
the north half of 19265 Airport Way as a Business Park and a Park; the south half of 19265
Airport Way is designated Agricultural in Schedule 3A, Urban Land Use. The City has received
an Official Community Plan amendment from Developer to rezone 19265 Airport Way to
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PITT MEADOWS

Business Park. As per discussions with the City, when the OCP was adopted in 2007, the
southern parcel was still within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), hence, the zoning was left
as Agricultural. In 2009, the land was removed from the ALR with the intent to be included
with the neighbouring lot as a business park. It is the City’s practise to require developers to
apply for rezoning rather than rezone at the time of OCP revision. Accordingly, the property
has remained designated as Agricultural.

Given the current and future land use (commercial / industrial) on the south half of 19265
Airport Way, the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and
application of CSR Schedule 7, Column II - Standards for non-agricultural land use, is
appropriate.

1.2 Procedures and Documentation for Imported Fill

No Suggested Action:

The information required under Bylaw No. 2593, was included in the material tracking
database for 19265 Airport Way for the period spanning June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016.
There were approximately three hundred (300) source fill sites identified in the material
tracking database for this period. The inclusion of duplicate and non-specific source site
addresses precludes an exact count of the number of source material sites from which material
has been imported. Minimally descriptive source fill sites identified in the material tracking
database included: “SFU”, “westwood’, “w.van” and several others.

It is noted that 38 loads (0.9% of total) of soil were reported to have been imported to the site
for the assessed period. The soil deposit permit for 19265 Airport Way states that “organic
soils” are unacceptable materials for disposal.

1.3 Impacts of Non-Soil Fill Stored Onsite and the use of Asphalt for Road Base

Storing, processing and burying non-fill soil material onsite (especially significant quantities of
asphalt) could result in the site being classified as a contaminated site according to CSR
Schedule 2. However, there isevidence that the developer has been in contact with the
Ministry of Environment and has obtained the Ministry’s consent for these activities given the
intended land use.

Suggested Action: Prior to the use of additional asphalt for road base, further consultation
with the Ministry of the Environment is encouraged to ensure that practices are aligned with
Ministry requirements and that asphalt importation has not exceeded the imprecisely defined
threshold [by the Ministry of Environment] between beneficial use and waste disposal.

Based on communication with the City, Dillon understands that the importation of asphalt and
concrete to the Airport Way site has ceased as of January, 2016.
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1.4 Erosion and Settlement Control (ESC)

Deficiencies noted during the ESC audit included:

(1) Surface water pooling at the center and north of the site is not being conveyed offsite
effectively and is not passing through a settlement pond as described in the Permit
Application drawings.

(2) Sediment-laden water exceeding BC Water Quality Guideline for the protection of
aquatic life was observed entering Katzie Slough from a culvert conveying water from
19265 Airport Way

(3) Collapsed silt fences, undercutting, improperly installed silt fences etc. at multiple
locations along Airport Way and the east side of 19265 Airport Way.

(4) The best management practices for instream work do not appear to have been
followed during ditching activities along the east side of 19265 Airport Way (i.e., site
isolation was not conducted).

(5) Sediment accumulated at the south end of 19265 Airport Way has migrated beyond
the silt fence.

It is apparent that sediment containment measures at the south end of the site have been
overwhelmed; sediment has accumulated near the gate / bridge to 19265 Airport Way and
sediment plumes leaving the site have been observed by Dillon. While silt fencing, filter cloth
and gravel check dams, as described in the permit application drawings, may begin to mitigate
some of the issues, a more robust approach is likely required as significant rainfall can be
expected to continue into April of this year and the project is still at a very early stage.

To begin addressing water management issues at the south end of the site, the topic of an
engineered sediment pond, as presented in the permit application drawings, may need to be
revisited, given that the measures as currently applied do not appear to be functioning. Areas
where water is pooling at the north and center of the site do not appear to be effectively
allowing for sediment removal from storm water accumulating onsite. This was particularly
evident at the south end of 19265 Airport Way.

Application Drawing G-SP4 states that “all onsite storm water, including truck wash, must be
directed to the sediment control pond”. This was not the case on February 04, 2016 given that
the sediment pond has not been constructed.

Suggested Actions: Erosion and Sediment Control Recommendations

(1) Increase the frequency of water quality monitoring at the culvert near the southeast
corner of 19265 Airport Way. A suggested frequency is once per week and immediately
after any storm event exceeding 25mm in a 24 hour period.

(2) Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further
offsite migration of imported fill. Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and ESC
measures along the perimeter of the site. Weekly monitoring and inspection of ESC
measures is among the control criteria listed on Permit Application Drawing G-SP4.
Deficiencies should be fixed immediately once identified.

(3) Repair perimeter silt fencing at multiple locations at 19265 Airport Way. Toe in silt fence
to a depth of ‘300mm with the toe oriented upslope.
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(4) Complete the perimeter silt fencing around the north side of 19265 Airport Way as
detailed in the Permit Application Drawing G-SP1.

(5) Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against
upslope side when accumulation reaches 50% of the height of the fence.

(6) Address surface water issue at the south end of 19265 Airport Way so that sediment-
laden water is not discharged offsite. The need for a sediment pond(s) described in Soil
Removal and Fill Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086 should be revisited.

(7) Gravel check dams within drainage pathways and channels may begin to ameliorate the
situation in places, Check dams should be maintained as stated in Permit Application
Drawing G-SP4.

(8) Water accumulating in the makeshift pond near the south end of the site should not be
pumped to the grassy area beside the entrance at 19265 Airport Way.

(9) ESC criteria presented in Permit Application Drawing G-SP4 should be adhered to.

1.5 Water Quality

Since redevelopment of the subject sites began, a very significant amount of material has been
imported from hundreds of source locations. Despite the screening procedures employed by
the Developer and their consultant, the risk of contamination cannot be ruled out entirely until
quantitative data describing onsite groundwater has been collected.

Suggested Actions: Given the number of source fill sites it is recommended that further
investigation into quantitative groundwater monitoring system be performed.

2.0 Key Concerns — 19451 Sutton Ave

2.1 Procedures and Documentation for Imported Fill

No Suggested Action:

Dillon did not review soil quality data or environmental reports describing material imported
to 19451 Sutton Avenue. It is noted that in 2013, when material importation began at 19451
Sutton Avenue, permit conditions did not require that material tracking records be maintained.

2.2 Erosion and Settlement Control (ESC)

Deficiencies identified at the Sutton Avenue site include:

(1) An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not available for review.
(2) Silt fence undercutting at the north side of the site. Silt fence deficiencies initially

observed on January 21 had not been corrected as of February 04, 2016.
(3) Stockpiled soil on the south side of Katzie Slough was not surrounded with silt fencing to

limit soil mobilization.
(4) Some stockpiled soil did not appear to have been hydro-seeded.

Suggested Actions: Erosion and Sediment Control Recommendations

(1) Stockpiled soil should be hydro-seeded or surrounded with silt fencing to limit the
potential for soil mobilization and offsite conveyance.
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(2) The use of uncured cement near the top of the bank of Katzie Slough is a high risk
practice that could be deleterious to the adjacent watercourse. Concrete, cement,
mortars, grouts and other Portland cement or lime containing construction materials are
alkaline materials. They are highly toxic to fish and must only be used near water with
extreme care. (BC MoE, 2004). Adherence to Standards and Best Practices for Instream
Works should be adhered to if uncured concrete is to be used near a watercourse (BC
MoE, 2004).

(3) Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further
offsite migration of imported fill. Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and ESC
measures along the perimeter of the site.

(4) Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against
upsiope side when accumulation reaches 50% of the height of the fence.

(5) General recommendations regarding ESC measures at 19265 Airport Way are also
applicable to 19451 Sutton Avenue.

(6) An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue should be developed and adhered to.

2.3 Japanese Knotweed Containment and Management

The Developer is addressing the Japanese knotweed situation at 19451 Sutton Avenue. The
Developer has been provided with a Japanese Knotweed Management Plan for the site. The
importation of organic soils is the most common route by which Japanese knotweed is
expected to be introduced to the Site; the Developer’s fill permit for the Airport Way site
indicates that “Organic soils” and “wood waste” are unacceptable materials. It is noted that
the Developer’s fill permit does not explicitly state that invasive plant material is not accepted
at the Fill Site.

Suggested Action: To prevent the introduction of Japanese knotweed and other invasive
plants, the onsite auditor should be trained to identify invasive plants and refuse loads
containing such plants or organic debris.

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT: Community Livability — Promote the conservation and enhancement of our
natural environment

DESIRED OUTCOME: In addition to a request for Council receipt of Dillon Consulting Limited’s Final
Report and Presentation, staff is seeking Council’s direction to temporarily suspend the Developer’s Soil
Removal and Fill Deposit Permit until all outstanding environmental recommendations of Dillon
Consulting Limited in the report dated March 25, 2016 have been corrected to the satisfaction of staff.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION: On February 25, 2014, Council approved the developer’s fill
permit with the following conditions:

1. Issuance of a Highway Use Permit identifying Airport Way / Golden Ears Way as the preferred
haul route to site;

2. An approved plan for silt and run-off control, prepared and monitored by qualified
professionals;

3. Construction of a paved driveway constructed north of Airport Way leading to a wheel wash
and gravel access road north of the wheel wash;
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4. Daily street sweeping, along with frequent monitoring of the condition of the haul routes; and
increased street sweeping and debris removal as required;

5. No on-road parking or staging for the haul trucks;
6. Dust abatement as required
7. Fill removal activity in the portion of the site within 200 meters of a residential development be

restricted to the hours between 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.;
8. The surrounding property owners to be notified of the developer’s intent to fill the site at

19265 Airport Way.

As a result of recent bylaw changes, staff have further restricted the fill site hours to:

Location Allowable Hours Days of Week Comment

Within 200m of residential 9AM to 5PM Monday to Friday No statutory holidays

Further than 200m from
. 7AM to 5PM Monday to Friday No statutory holidays

residential

It should also be noted that the Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Bylaw 2593 and the Drainage System
Protection Bylaw 2266 further detail environmental performance requirements of fill sites.

Given that the Fill Deposit Permit has been previously approved by Council and issued by staff, staff’s
role is now an enforcement role, ensuring all conditions of the permit and regulations are being met.
Accordingly, staff is seeking Council’s direction to temporarily suspend the Developer’s Soil Removal and
Fill Deposit Permit until all outstanding environmental recommendations of Dillon Consulting Limited in
the report dated March 2016 have been corrected to the satisfaction of staff, at which time, staff will
renew the permit as per the Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Bylaw 2593 until the total fill quantity has
been achieved.

IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATION: Increased monitoring by Staff! third party consultant is
required to ensure all environmental regulations are being adhered to.

KATZIE FIRST NATION CONSIDERATIONS: Katzie First Nation share an equal interest in conservation
and enhancement of our natural environment

OTHER: None identified by staff.

Submitted by: F. Smith, Manager of Engineering and Operations
Reviewed by: K. Zanon, Director of Community Services
Approved by: M. Roberts, CAD

ATTACHMENT(S):

1. Dillon Consulting Limited — Environmental Consultant Development Review, tCPM 15-13 — Final
Report, March 25, 2016.

2. Dillon Consulting Limited — Environmental Consultant Development Review, #CPM 15-13 —

Presentation, April 12, 2016.
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March 25, 2016 “v.

City of Pitt Meadows DILLON
CONSULTING

12007 Harris Road

Pitt Meadows, BC
Suite 510

V3Y2B5
3820 Cessna Drive

Attention: Mr. Forrest Smith, P.Eng Vancouver

Project Engineer British Columbia

Canada

Environmental Consultant Development Review, #CPM 15-13 V7B 0A2

Telephone

Dear Mr. Smith: (604) 278.7847

Fax

We are pleased to provide this report for the ongoing developments at 19451 Sutton (604) 278-7894

Avenue and 19265 Airport Way in Pitt Meadows, British Columbia.

Yours sincerely,

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED

Tim Gray, M.E.T., R.P.Bio

Environmental Scientist

Our file: 16-5031

Dillon Consulting

Limited
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-A
APEC, Area of Potential Environmental Concern

—B—

BC MoE, British Columbia Ministry of the Environment

—C—
CCME, Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
CEQG, Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines
CSA, Canadian Standards Association
CSAP, Contaminated Site Approved Professional
CSR, Contaminated Site Regulation
CSRA, Contaminated Soil Relocation Agreement
CWQG, Canadian Water Quality Guidelines

EMA, Environmental Management Act
EPH, Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbons
ESA, Environmental Site Assessment
ESC, Erosion and Sediment Control

—F—
FSDA, Fill Site Disposal Agreement

-H
HEPH, Heavy Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbon

-N
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—P—
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PSI. Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation

—T—
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Executive Summary vii

ui,e Summary

____ ___ __

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained by the City of Pitt Meadows to review and summarize

environmental reports for 19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue (subject sites).

Current practices and environmental protection measures at the subject sites have been the focus of

public attention. Concerns at the subject sites are largely related to fill material importation and

management, surface water quality, Japanese knotweed containment, and Erosion & Sediment Control

(ESC). These concerns are addressed throughout this report in the context of applicable regulations,

including City Bylaw No. 2593 (updated in 2015), the Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Regulation and Bylaw

No. 2266, the Drainage System Protection Bylaw.

To assess whether the Developer’s stated policies have been adhered to, documentation for several

source site locations was reviewed. A material tracking database for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not

available for review as this information was not required under permit conditions at the time of permit

issuance. The material tracking database for 19265 Airport Way was reviewed and briefly summarized.

The information required under Bylaw No. 2593 was included in the material tracking database for

19265 Airport Way for the period spanning June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016. The vast majority (>90%)

of imported material was classified as “till”; concrete and asphalt accounted for 7% of the material

imported to the Airport Way site for the period assessed. Storing, processing and burying non-fill soil

material onsite (especially significant quantities of asphalt) could result in the site being classified as a

contaminated site according to CSR Schedule 2.

With regard to the application of CSR Schedule 7 Standards, the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as

it relates to soil relocation is consistent with Dillon’s interpretation.

Despite the screening procedures employed by the Developer and their consultant, the risk of

contamination cannot be ruled out entirely until quantitative data describing onsite material has been

collected.

ESC measures were audited at both subject sites. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not

available for review. Several inconsistencies between the current system and measures identified in

drawings submitted in support of Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport

Way were noted. Deficiencies included: completion of instream work without adequate measures to

prevent the discharge of sediment-laden water; inadequate or incorrectly installed silt fencing; and

ineffective offsite conveyance of storm water. The sediment pond described in the permit application

drawings for the Airport Way site has not been constructed and makeshift ponds are not allowing for

effective sediment removal from storm water before offsite conveyance. Specific recommendations are

offered for ESC.

A discussion of Japanese knotweed at 19451 Sutton Avenue is included.

City of Pitt Meadows
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March 2016—16-0351 DILLON
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1.0 Introduction

4---
to Introduction

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained by the City of Pitt Meadows (the City) to complete a
review of documentation related to the developments at 19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue
in Pitt Meadows, BC (subject sites). Documentation reviewed was provided by the City and the Onni
Group (the Developer).

It is our understanding that fill material has been required for development of the property at 19265
Airport Way, for a proposed industrial development, and the property at 19451 Sutton Avenue, for a
proposed residential development. A permit to deposit fill was issued in March, 2014 for the property
at 19265 Airport Way; the importation of fill material is ongoing. The importation of fill to 19451 Sutton
Avenue has been completed; there is some site grading to be completed at the Sutton Avenue site. It is
our understanding that applications for rezoning of both properties are under review by the City.

1.1 Project Understanding and Scope of Work

Environmental practices and protection measures at the subject sites have been the focus of recent
public attention. It is our understanding that concerns are largely related to fill material importation and
management, surface water quality, Erosion & Sediment Control (ESC) and Japanese knotweed
containment at the subject sites. These concerns are addressed throughout this report in the context of
applicable regulations, including the City’s Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Regulation, Bylaw No. 2593
(updated in 2015).

To provide a third party perspective on environmental practices and protection measures at the subject
sites, the following scope of work was agreed to:

Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way
• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I

Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the property;
• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the

standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in Schedule 7 of the CSR;
• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing

program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;
• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel,

etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of processing recycled road base onsite;
• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;
• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;
• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

City of Pitt Meadows
Environmental Consultant Development Review - #CPM 15-13
March 2016— 16-0351 DILLON
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1.0 Introduction 2-

• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil
testing program for imported till;

• Review the provided material tracking database;
• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;
• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed

found onsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.

As part of the summary report, Dillon prepared a one-page fill management flow chart for the City to
reference at these sites and future locations (Appendix B).

1.2 Applicable Regulations

1.2.1 City of Pitt Meadows Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Regulation, Bylaw No. 2593 (2015)

The City’s Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Regulation Bylaw No. 2593 (2015) applies to all land within the
City; it identifies when permits are required and details associated permit conditions. Fill material
importation in the City triggers requirements of the Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Regulation. Bylaw No.
2593 (2015) includes Sediment Control Best Management Practices (BMP5) that are “suggested for
consideration as they apply to works undertaken under a soil removal or deposit permit”.

1.2.2 City of Pitt Meadows Drainage System Protection, Bylaw No. 2266

The City’s Drainage System Protection Bylaw No. 2266 applies to all land within the City. The stated
purpose of Bylaw No. 2266 is “to establish and regulate the obstruction, discharge and operation of the
municipal drainage system and to impose a charge for the use of the municipal drainage system”.

1.2.3 Soil

1.2.3.1 Contaminated Site Regulation, Schedule 7

The BC Ministry of Environment (MoE) regulates the movement of soil from contaminated sites to
protect human health and the environment and to prevent the creation of new contaminated sites.
Under the Environmental Management Act (EMA), Schedule 7 of the Contaminated Sites Regulation
(CSR) defines contaminant concentrations that trigger a soil relocation agreement, or requirements that
soil be deposited at an approved accepting facility.

Soil meeting the Schedule 7 Column II standards can be relocated to a non-agricultural site without
requiring a Contaminated Soil Relocation Agreement (CSRA). Soils that do not meet Schedule 7
standards trigger the requirement for a CSRA. Furthermore, a CSRA is required when soil that exceeds

City of Pitt Meadows
Environmental Consultant Development Review - #PM 15-13
March 2016 — 16-0351 DILLON
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1.0 Introduction 3

the “trigger values” set out in Schedule 7, 10 or 11 of the CSR is proposed for transport to a receiving
site that is not permitted under the EMA to receive the soil. Soil to be relocated must also meet either
numerical or risk-based environmental quality standards for the receiving site (BC MoE, 2009).

1.2.4 Groundwater

1.2.4.1 Provincial

The application of groundwater standards is based on groundwater use on-site and neighboring
properties and proximity to surface water. Protocol 21 for Contaminated Sites — “Water Use
Determination” provides criteria for determining groundwater use at a site (BC MoE, 2015).

Drinking water use applies where the groundwater or surface water at or near a site is currently used for
drinking water. Future drinking water use applies to all drinking water aquifers below a site whether or
not current drinking water use applies.

Aquatic life water use applies to all groundwater located within 500 metres of an aquatic receiving
environment unless it can be demonstrated that the groundwater does not flow to that receiving
environment. Katzie Slough is immediately adjacent to the subject sites, therefore, the standards
protective of freshwater aquatic life are applicable.

1.2.5 Surface Water

1.2.5.1 Federal

Canadian Water Quality Guidelines (CWQGs) are provided by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment (CCME) for the protection of designated water uses; specifically, the CWQGs for freshwater
aquatic life are set at levels to protect all forms of aquatic life and all stages of the aquatic life cycles. In
addition, CWQGs are developed to be broadly applicable to surface water systems in this country.
Therefore, these guidelines are likely to be appropriate for establishing Water Quality Objectives
(WQOs) at most sites in Canada.

With the objective of protecting fisheries and preventing pollution, The Federal Fisheries Act 36(3),
states:

“no person shall deposit or permit the deposit of a deleterious substance of any type in water
frequented byfish or in any place under any conditions where the deleterious substance or any other
deleterious substance that results from the deposit of the deleterious substance many enter any such
water.”

The definition of a deleterious substance includes:
“any substance that, if added to any water, would degrade or alter or form part of a process of
degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is rendered or is likely to be rendered
deleterious to fish orfish habitat or to the use by man orfish that frequent that water.”

City of Pitt Meadows
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1.Z5.2 Provincial

British Columbia Water Quality Guidelines (BCWQGs) are environmental benchmarks. They are safe
levels of substances for the protection of a given water use, including drinking water, aquatic life,
recreation and agriculture. BCWQGs are developed to allow for the assessment of surface water quality
and the preparation of site-specific water quality objectives. The guidelines are set after considering the
scientific literature, guidelines from other jurisdictions, and general conditions in British Columbia. The
guidelines can be used to assess water quality impacts or as starting points to develop site-specific
objectives.

City of Pitt Meadows
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2.0 Document Review for 19265 Airport Way

To address the specific tasks identified in the scope of work the documents listed below were reviewed.

Available documents are categorized based on their relevance to one or both of the subject sites.

Documents pertaining to 19451 Sutton Avenue are summarized later in Section 9.0 of this report.

Summaries of selected documents are provided in this report.

2.1.1 Relevant to Both 19265 Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue

• Scott Resource Services, 2012. Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Assessment of Katzie Slough

Mainstream, Pitt Meadows. Project No. 485.26.

• Envirowest Consultants Inc., April, 2013. Cardiff Farm. Pitt Meadows, Environmental Overview.

• Fill Site Disposal Agreement for 11208 Harris Road.

• Active Earth Engineering Ltd., November 25, 2015. Fill Operations — 19265 Airport Way and

19451 Sutton Avenue. AE Project No. 581.

2.1.2 19265 Airport Way, Previously 11208 Harris Road

• Phase I ESA for 11208 Harris Road. Report by Active Earth. May 27, 2013.

• Soil Deposit Permit Application for 19265 Airport Way, Schedule “B”. Prepared by Onni

Contracting Ltd.

• Council Report, Soil Deposit Application for 19265 Airport Way. February 20, 2014.

• Soil Deposit Permit for 19265 Airport Way. Permit issued March 05, 2014.

• Erosion and Sediment Control Plan for 19265 Airport Way, GeoPacific Consultants Ltd.

• Technical Memo regarding Water Quality at 19265 Airport Way. File No. 11219. GeoPacific

Consultants Ltd., January 14, 2016.

• Technical Memo regarding Erosion and Sediment Control at 19265 Airport Way. File No. 11219.

GeoPacific Consultants Ltd., January 28, 2016.

• Active Earth Engineering Ltd., October 30, 2015. 19265 Airport Way. AE Project No. 916.

• Material Tracking Database for 19265 Airport Way, provided by Onni for the period spanning

June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016.

• Contaminated Soil Relocation Agreement - 11208 Harris Road, Pitt Meadows, BC, Letter from BC

MoE. March 5, 2014.

• Next Environmental Inc., 2015. Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation Opinion. 404 Ash Street,

New Westminster, BC, report prepared for Converge Construction Ltd.

• Antiquity Environmental Consulting Ltd., 2015. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment of 2144,

2148, 2152 & 2154 Salisbury Avenue Port Coquitlam, BC. Report prepared for MacLean Homes

Ltd.

• CSR Schedule 1. Site Profile for site address “Johnson St. between Guildford and Barnet Hwy.”

Site Owner: City of Coquitlam. Form completed by Jack Cewe Ltd., November 01, 2015.

city of Pitt Meadows
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2.0 Document Review for 19265 Airport Way 6

• CARO Analytical Services. Levelton Consultants Ltd. Hazmat Survey. February 26, 2015.
• Levelton Consultants Ltd. Summary of Soil Samples for Surrey Memorial Hospital, File No.:R615-

0401-00. Undated document.

• Pacific Environmental Consulting, 2013. Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation. 770 Dominion
Avenue, Port Coquitlam, BC. Report prepared for VanMar Constructors Inc.

• Alara Environmental Health and Safety Ltd., 2015. Soil Sampling Results @ 730 Fairmile Road,
West Vancouver, BC.

• Next Environmental Inc., 2015. Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation. Pinetree Way (Barnet
Highway to Town Center Boulevard), Coquitlam, BC. Report prepared for Wilco Civil Inc.

• Schedule 1. Site Profile for 8049 Anderson Road. Site Owner: 1004732 BC Ltd. Form completed
by iFortune Homes Inc., January 04, 2016.

2.2 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

A Phase I ESA is a systematic process by which an assessor seeks to determine whethera particular
property is, or may be subject to actual or potential contamination (CSA, 2012). Potentially impacted
locations are identified as Areas of Potential Environmental Concern (APEC).

A Phase I ESA was completed for the Airport Way site in 2013 (Active Earth, 2013). It is noted that Lots 3
and 4 of 11208 Harris Road share the same property boundaries as 19265 Airport Way, as verified by the
City’s web mapping software, iVault.

The 2013 Phase I ESA asserts that the assessment is considered Thigh-level and does not strictly conform
to the BC MoE requirements for a PSI, it is considered adequate for determining the relative risk of
encountering potentially contaminated media during future re-development”.

Active Earth, 2013

As stated in the 2013 Phase I ESA, the report’s scope included: a review of previous environmental
reports for the area; a site visit to identify possible sources of contamination or environmental
impairment and a review of historical information. The 2013 ESA concludes that Active Earth did not
consider any onsite activities to present a significant environmental risk; no APECs were identified for
the Site. The 2013 Phase I ESA was signed by a senior engineer who is a member of CSAP BC.

Commentary - Dillon reviewed the 2013 Phase I ESA for the Airport Way site; no significant omissions
were identified. Establishment of quantitative baseline conditions at the Airport Way site does not
appear to have occurred. The collection of groundwater and soil samples is beyond the scope of a
Phase I ESA.

city of Pitt Meadows
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2.3 Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086

To address project specific ESC requirements at project sites, the City’s Soil Deposit Permit Application
Form requests that specific information be provided (see items #16 and #19 of Bylaw No. 2593, 2013
Application Form). To address items #16 and #19 of the application form, the Developer provided the
following in Permit Application No. 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport Way:

# 16. The proposed measures to control erosion, drainage and soil stability during and after
removal or deposit:

“Fill will be compacted in lifts to prevent erosion. Temp stockpiles will be bucket packed and
surrounded by silt fence if near water course. All surface water to be directed to settlement pond
prior to discharge into existing watercourse” (sic)

# 19. The Following measures will be taken to protect and keep wells, natural water courses,
septic fields, water works, sewers and other utilities drains, ditches, culverts, catch basins and
other public works clear and clean of all sediment, silt, leachate or other fouling or obstruction of:
(sic)

“See item #16. Periodic water testing by GeoPacific Consultants at Discharge locations”. (sic)

2.4 Committee in Council Report Feb 20, 2014

Permit application No. 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport Way was discussed during the Council meeting on
February 20, 2014. In response to Bylaw No. 2593 Permit Application No. 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport
Way, the Council in Committee Report states:

“Staff support the application, provided the following conditions are met - an approved plan for silt
and run-off control, prepared and monitored by qualified professionals”

Council Committee Report, Feb 20, 2014, File No: 4520-08

2.5 Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit 2014-RP086

Soil deposit Permit No. 2014-RP086 was issued on Mar 5, 2014. Permit quantities approved by council at
issuance of permit were 567,000 m3 of structural fill and 369,600 m3 of peat removal. The current
permit approval by city staff indicated 90,000 m3 of structural fill and 20,000m3 of peat removal was
expected within the lyeartimeframe of the permit.

2.6 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

The ESC plan and criteria supporting permit application No. 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport Way were
dated March 18, 2014. The ESC plan consisted of four (4) drawings labelled “G-SP1 to G-SP4” prepared
by GeoPacific Consultants Ltd., dated March 18, 2014, signed and stamped by a Professional Engineer.

City of Pitt Meadows
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Technical Memo from GeoPacific Consultants Ltd. regarding Water Quality,
dated January 14, 2016

The memo from GeoPacific Consultants Ltd. (January 14, 2016) reports water quality monitoring data
from a drainage ditch near the south west corner of 19265 Airport Way where water from the site
discharges into the ditch along Airport Way. The memo states that water entering the ditch along
Airport Way had a measured turbidity of 11.6 NTU and pH of 6.59 at 08:30 AM on January 14, 2016. An
upstream (background) measurement of water turbidity in Katzie Slough was not provided.

2.8 Technical Memo from GeoPacific Consultants Ltd. regarding Sediment Control,
dated January 28, 2016

The memo from GeoPacific Consultants Ltd., (January 28, 2016) states that “the sediment and erosion
control systems currently in place on site is considered to be suitable to maintain an allowable sediment
discharge meeting the requirements of the original ESC plan”. The memo states that excavations
became the water catchment ponds for the site and also provided for ESC. The sediment control pond
identified in the ESC plan for 19265 Airport Way has not been constructed.

2.9 Letter from Active Earth Engineering Ltd. 19265 Airport Way, dated October 30,
2015

The letter from Active Earth Engineering Ltd., (October 30, 2015) briefly describes the material
evaluation procedures employed by Active Earth on behalf of the Developer. The letter is signed by a
senior engineer who is a member of CSAP BC. The letter states that evaluation of soil quality includes
comparing available data to CSR Schedule 7 (Standards triggering a Soil Relocation Agreement — Column
II). The letter also states that CSR Technical Guidance Document 1— Site Characterization and
Confirmation Testing is considered by Active Earth during their process. The letter states that “on a
project-specific basis, Active Earth evaluates the chemical suitability of prospective source site soil in
accordance with the Environmental Management Act (EMA) and Contaminated Sites Regulation (CSR).”

City of Pitt Meadows
Environmental Consultant Development Review ICPM 15-13
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The detailed ESC plan proposed numerous ESC measures including: a sediment collection pond; a wheel
wash area; perimeter silt fencing; typical swale construction; gravel berms and others. Specific
requirements of the ESC plan, including a quantitative discharge limit (75 mg/I TSS) for water runoff
entering downstream drainage infrastructure and aquatic systems are included on Drawing G-SP4.

it is noted that standard details regarding silt fence installation specification were not included with the
ESC plan.
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2.10 Letter from Active Earth Engineering Ltd. regarding Fill Operations at 19265

____

Airport Way and 19451 Sutton Avenue, dated November 25, 2015

The stated objective of the letter from Active Earth Engineering Ltd. (November 25, 2015) is to “provide
recommendations for functional improvements leading to better environmental management and

performance.” The letter is signed by a senior engineer who is a member of CSAP BC. The contents of
the letter include a description of onsite conditions at both subject sites and recommendations for
functional improvements. The letter affirms the applicability of CSR Schedule 7 Column II Standards for
the relocation of soil the subject sites.

City of Pitt Meadows
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3.0 Developer’s Interpretation of the CSR as it relates to
Soil Relocation

___________ _________________

Letters from Active Earth (October 25 and November 30, 2016) summarized in Sections 2.9 and 2.10,

describe soil quality evaluation procedures employed by the Developer and their consultant for the

subject sites. The Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation is also

demonstrated in their Fill Site Disposal Agreement (FSDA). The Developer’s FSDA for the Airport Way

site states:

“materialfor disposal must meet Schedule 7 Column II Standards of the Contaminated Sites

Regulation. Material exceeding Schedule 7 Column II Standards but falling within Schedule 4 Column

4 (CL) standards may be disposed on a case by case basis and will require a Soil Relocation

Agreement, which will be the Users responsibility to attain. Any material exceeding Schedule 7

Column II must be specifically approved by Onni before hauling.”

Fill Site Disposal Agreement for 11208 Harris Road! 19265 Airport Way

To address the scenario of importing material that exceeds Schedule 7, Column II Standards, Dillon was

provided with a copy of a registered letter from the BC MoE indicating that a CSRA had been approved

the for the relocation of material originating from a downtown Vancouver location to 11208 Harris

Road, Pitt Meadows (BC MoE. March 5, 2014). A map included with the letter identifies the Airport Way

site as the soil receiving location. The letter indicated that Heavy Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbons

(HEPH), copper, lead and zinc exceeded Schedule 7 Column II Standards; the reported estimated volume

of material to be transported was 5000m3.

Commentary - The City of Pitt Meadows Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2352, 2007 (page 174)

identifies the north half of 19265 Airport Way as a Business Park and a Park; the south half of 19265

Airport Way is designated Agricultural in Schedule 3A, Urban Land Use. The City has received an

Official Community Plan amendment from Onni to rezone 19265 Airport Way to Business Park. As per

discussions with the City, when the OCP was adopted in 2007, the southern parcel was still within the

Agricultural Land Reserve (AIR), hence, the zoning was left as Agricultural. In 2009, the land was

removed from the AIR with the intent to be included with the neighbouring lot as a business park. It

is the City’s practise to require developers to apply for rezoning rather than rezone at the time of OCP

revision. Accordingly, the property has remained designated as Agricultural because, until now, no

OCP application was processed to have it changed.

Given the current and future land use (commercial / industrial) on the south half of 19265 Airport
Way, the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and application of CSR
Schedule 7, Column II - Standards for non-agricultural land use, is appropriate.

City of Pitt Meadows
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4.0 Procedures and Documentation Provided for the
Sources and the Soil Testing Program for Imported FiN
— 19265 Airport Way

__________ _____

As discussed previously, the Developer’s FSDA states acceptance requirements of incoming materials

and includes a list of prohibited materials. According to the Developer, the following documentation is

required before fill materials are accepted:

• For large or commercial sites (typically >500m3)the Developer requires an environmental report

to allow for comparison of materials with CSR Schedule 7 Column II Standards.

• For smaller residential sites (typically <500m3)the Developer requires that Schedule 1 of the CSR

be completed to describe the material source site.

Letters from Active Earth (October25 and November 30, 2015) summarized in Sections 2.9 and 2.10,
describe soil quality evaluation procedures employed by the Developer and their consultant for the
subject sites. According to the Developer, a CSAP reviews environmental reports and makes the
decision regarding material suitability at the fill sites. CSAPs are professionals who have demonstrated,

through examination and experience, a senior level of knowledge in technical and regulatory aspects of
contaminated site management in British Columbia.

4.1 Soil Tracking - Material Tracking Database

Dillon reviewed the material tracking database for 19265 Airport Way describing material imported to
the site for the period spanning June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016. This information was evaluated in

the context of Bylaw No. 2593. An exhaustive audit of the entire material tracking base was beyond the
scope of this report.

Bylaw No. 2593, Section 8 - Soil Removal or Fill Deposit Requirements, lists requirements for the
documentation and communication of fill activities. The Bylaw calls for the submission of monthly
reports to the City and the maintenance of a daily log of all fill deposit and soil removal activity. Section
8.4 of Bylaw No. 2593 states:

“Every permit holder shall maintain a daily log of all fill deposit and soil removal activity. The ledger
shall record:

(a) date and time of the deposit or removal;

(b) licence plant or trucks delivering fill or removing soil and whether a pup trailer is used;
(c) quantity offill being deposited or soil being removed;

(d) name or company depositing fill or removing soil;

(e) address of soil source or destination”

Bylaw No. 2593, Section 8 - Soil Removal or Fill Deposit Requirements

City of Pitt Meadows
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Findings of Material Tracking Database Audit

Dillon reviewed the material tracking database for material imported to 19265 Airport Way. A brief

summary of material imported to 19265 Airport Way (from June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016) is

tabulated below.

TABLE 4-1. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL IMPORTED TO 19265 AIRPORT WAY - JUNE 01, 2015 TO JANUARY 27,
2016

Material Type Asphalt Concrete Gravel Soil Sand Till TOTAL

_ L
Numberof Loads 74 334 2 38 23 4,666 5,138

Percentageoftotal*volume(%) 1.2 5.8 <0.1 0.9 0.4 91.7 100
*Total reported imported material volume from June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016

Reports Received for Review of Material Tracking Database

Dillon reviewed documentation of fill material assessment for selected sites identified in the material

tracking database to assess current material tracking and screening practices. A summary of report

assessment findings are presented below for each of the audited material source sites.

city of Pitt Meadows
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TABLE 4-2. 404 ASH STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions / Results

Next Environmental Inc., 2015. Stage 1 Preliminary • Likelihood of significant contamination stated
to be “Low’, report concluded “No further

Site Investigation Opinion. 404 Ash Street New . . .investigation required.
Westminster, BC for Converge Construction Ltd. —

. No soil testing data

TABLE 4-3. 2144, 2148, 2152 & 2154 SALISBURY AVENUE, PORT COQUITI.AM

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions / Results

Antiquity Environmental Consulting Ltd., 2015. • No further investigation or Phase II ESA to
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment of 2144, confirm the presence or absence of subsurface
2148, 2152 & 2154 Salisbury Avenue, Port contamination is deemed to be warranted and
Coquitlam, BC. Report Prepared For MacLean recommended for the Site at this time.
Homes Ltd., June 5, 2015. No soil testing data

TABLE 4-4. JOHNSON ST. BETWEEN GUILDFORD AND BARNET HIGHWAY, COQUITLAM

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions! Results

Schedule 1. Site Profile for site address Johnson St. . All questions pertaining to potential
between Guildford and Barnet Hwy. Site Owner: contamination answered “no” which
City of Coquitlam. Form completed by Jack Cewe suggests the material is clean.
Ltd., November 01, 2015. a No soil testing data

DILLON
coN:LTINc
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TABLE 4-5. PINETREE WAY - BARNET HIGHWAY TO TOWN CENTER_BOULEVARD, COQUITLAM

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions I Results

Next Environmental Inc., 2015. Stage 1 Preliminary
Site Investigation — Report. Pinetree Way (Barnet • Likelihood of significant contamination stated

. . to be Low”, report concluded “No furtherHighway to Town Center Boulevard), Coquitlam, BC.
investigation required.”

Report prepared for Wilco Civil Inc. October 28,
• No soil testing data

2015.

TABLE 4-6. SURREY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, SURREY

Document Title and Date [Report Conclusions / Results

Levelton Consultants Ltd. Summary of Soil Samples • Conclusions of report unavailable.
. . . .. Data provided for metals, EPH and PAH—Surrey Memorial Hospital, File No.:R615-0401-00.

. Samples analyzed include 5 metals, 1 PAH, 1

CARO Analytical Services. Levelton Consultants Ltd. . This analytical laboratory data is represented in
Hazmat Survey. February 26, 2015. the above noted table from Levelton.

TABLE 4-7. 730 FAIRMII.E ROAD, WEST VANCOUVER

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions / Results

. Soil analytical results indicated that the soils
Alara Environmental Health and Safety Ltd., 2015. have EPH levels below the Ministry of
Soil sampling results @ 730 Fairmile Road, West Environment Residential and “All Sites”
Vancouver, BC. December 10, 2015. I Standards.

. Report author observed no other PCOC’s.

TABLE 4-8. 8049 ANDERSON ROAD, RICHMOND

Document Title and Date Report Conclusions I Results

. . All questions pertaining to potentialSchedule 1. Site Profile for 8049 Anderson Road. . .

. contamination answered no whichSite Owner: 1004732 BC Ltd. Form completed by
. suggests the material is clean.iFortune Homes Inc., January 04, 2016.

. No soil testing data

Commentary - The information required under Bylaw No. 2593, listed above, was included in the

material tracking database for 19265 Airport Way for the period spanning June 01, 2015 to January 27,

2016. There were approximately three hundred (300) source fill sites identified in the material

tracking database for this period. The inclusion of duplicate and non-specific source site addresses

precludes an exact count of the number of source material sites from which material has been

imported. Minimally descriptive source fill sites identified in the material tracking database included:

“5FU11,“westwood”, “w.van” and several others.

It is noted that 38 loads of soil were reported to have been imported to the site for the assessed

period. The FSDA for 19265 Airport Way states that “organic soils” are unacceptable materials for

disposal.

City of Pitt Meadows
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5.0 Potential Impacts of Non-Soil Fill Stored Onsite and
the Potential Impacts of Processing Recycled Road

__

Base Onsite

_____________________

Bylaw No. 2593 defines “Fill” as “any soil or other material brought on land within the City”. Bylaw No.

2593 further defines “Other Material” and “Wood Waste”. For the purposes of this report, it is

understood that “non-soil fill” refers primarily to concrete, cement and asphalt. The Developer’s FSDA

details multiple categories of unacceptable materials for disposal at the Airport Way site.

5.1 Contaminated Site Regulation Schedule 2 - Activities having the Potential to

____

Cause Contamination at a Property

CSR Schedule 2 lists ninety-four (94) different purposes or activities which the Ministry has determined

to have the potential to cause contamination at a property. CSR Schedule 2 identifies the presence of

“construction demolition material, including without limitation asphalt and concrete, landfilling” as a

potential source of contamination (Column I, Item H.6).

Available documentation shows that the Developer (through their consultant) has been in

communication with the Ministry of the Environment regarding the use of asphalt debris onsite.

However, specific written guidance / authorization from the Ministry to import significant quantities of

asphalt debris to the site was not available for review and the threshold at which asphalt debris

importation becomes waste disposal does not appear to be precisely defined. It is noted that the

Ministry does not consider the reuse of asphalt or concrete as road bed fill to constitute land filling (BC

MoE, 2013).

During a site visit on February 04, 2016 Dillon observed various stockpiled construction materials (brick,

concrete, asphalt) throughout the Airport Way site. A summary of reported materials imported to the

Airport Way site from June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016 is provided in Table 4-1.

Commentary! Recommendation - there appears to be a gap in the documented communication

record between the Developer and the Ministry with regard to the importation of asphalt debris to
the site. Storing, processing and burying non-fill soil material onsite (especially significant quantities

of asphalt) could result in the site being classified as a contaminated site according to CSR Schedule 2.
Consultation with the Ministry of the Environment is encouraged to ensure that practices are aligned
with Ministry requirements and that asphalt importation has not exceeded the imprecisely defined
threshold between beneficial use and waste disposal. Based on communication with the City, Dillon

understands that the importation of asphalt and concrete to the Airport Way site has ceased as of
January, 2016.
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Erosion and Sediment Control - 19265 Airport Way

The following section includes: background information describing the nearby aquatic environment;

findings of a field audit of onsite ESC measures observed by Dillon on February 04, 2016; a review of

current conditions at 19265 Airport Way in the context of Bylaws No. 2266 and 2593; specific

recommendations to address ESC deficiencies noted at 19265 Airport Way.

6.1 Site Background — Aquatic Environment

Land development activities such as land clearing, grading slopes, road building, excavation and

stockpiling of materials can lead to the erosion of soils into nearby watercourses. Erosion and the

resulting deposition of sediment into fish-bearing watercourses can have immediate and lasting adverse

impacts on aquatic species and their habitat.

Katzie Slough has been the subject of two previous reports associated with the subject sites (Scott

Resource Services, 2012; Envirowest, 2013). A Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Assessment (Scott

Resource Services, 2012) reported that Coho Salmon (Oncorhyrichus kisutch), Brassy Minnow

(Hybognathus hankinsoni), Threespine Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) and Pumpkinseed (Lepomis

gibbosus) inhabit the stretch of Katzie Slough beside the subject sites for at least one season of the year.

As Katzie Slough is a fish-bearing watercourse, Section 36(3) of the Fisheries Act applies. Section 36(3)

states:

‘ .. no person shall deposit or permit the deposit ofa deleterious substance of any type in water

frequented byfish...”

6.2 Erosion and Sediment Control Audit

On February 04, 2016, representatives from the City, the Developer and Dillon visited the subject sites

to assess current site conditions and ESC measures. Several inconsistencies between the ESC plan

submitted in support of Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086 — 19265 Airport

Way and measures currently in place were noted. Photographs are included in Appendix A.

Deficiencies noted during the ESC audit included:

1. Surface water pooling at the center and north of the site is not being conveyed offsite effectively

and is not passing through a settlement pond as described in the Permit Application drawings.

2. Sediment-laden water exceeding BC WQG for the protection of aquatic life was observed

entering Katzie Slough from a culvert conveying water from 19265 Airport Way (Appendix A).

3. Collapsed silt fences, undercutting, improperly installed silt fences etc. at multiple locations

along Airport Way and the east side of 19265 Airport Way.

City of Pitt Meadows
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4. The BMPs for instream work do not appear to have been followed during ditching activities
along the east side of 19265 Airport Way (i.e., site isolation was not onducted).

5. Sediment accumulated at the south end of 19265 Airport Way has migrated beyond the silt

fence.

6.3 Comparison of Current Conditions to Bylaw No. 2266

Conditions at 19265 Airport Way may not be in compliance with Regulation 7 of Bylaw 2266—
Prohibition of Obstructing or altering a watercourse. Section 7 of Bylaw No. 2266 states:

“No person shailfoul, obstruct, alter or impede the flow1 directly or indirectly, of a key ditch, ditch,
watercourse, drain or the drainage system, whether or not it is situated on private property within

the City.”

6.4 Comparison of Current Conditions to Bylaw No. 2593

Sediment Control Best Management Practices “D.2” of Bylaw No. 2593 includes the following
suggestion:

• “sediment control pond for 1.0% of total disturbed area, or in accordance with a design with a
registered professional engineer with all runoff from the disturbed area directed to the pond”.

Sediment Control Best Management Practices “D.3” of Bylaw No. 2593 includes the following

suggestions:

• “poly-covering of exposed areas and stockpiles subject to erosion;

• silt fence properly installed around all stockpiles or unvegetatedfill areas;

• gravel or asphalt egress pad complete with a ‘wheel wash’ and siltation pond for the collection

of waste waterfrom the wheel wash”.

Commentary - It is apparent that sediment containment measures at the south end of the site have
been overwhelmed; sediment has accumulated near the gate / bridge to 19265 Airport Way
(Appendix A: Photo 13) and sediment plumes leaving the site have been observed by Dillon on two
dates (Jan 21, 2016 and February 04, 2016). While silt fencing, filter cloth and gravel check dams, as
described in the permit application drawings, may begin to mitigate some of the issues, a more robust
approach is likely required as significant rainfall can be expected to continue into April of this year and
the project is still at a very early stage.

To begin addressing water management issues at the south end of the site, the topic of an engineered
sediment pond, as presented in the permit application drawings, may need to be revisited, despite
previous suggestions to the contrary by others, given that the measures as currently applied do not
appear to be functioning. Areas where water is pooling at the north and center of the site do not
appear to be effectively allowing for sediment removal from storm water accumulating onsite. This
was particularly evident at the south end of 19265 Airport Way (Appendix A: Photo 13). Permit
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6.0 Erosion and Sediment Control - 19265 Airport Way 17

Application Drawing G-SP4 states that “all onsite storm water, including truck wash, must be directed
to the sediment control pond”. This was not the case on February 04, 2016 given that the sediment
pond has not been constructed.

Recommendations

1. Increase the frequency of water quality monitoring at the culvert near the southeast corner of
19265 Airport Way. A suggested frequency is once per week and immediately after any storm
event exceeding 25mm in a 24-hour period.

2. Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further offsite
migration of imported fill. Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and ESC measures
along the perimeter of the site. Weekly monitoring and inspection of ESC measures is among
the control criteria listed on Permit Application Drawing G-SP4. Deficiencies should be fixed
immediately once identified.

3. Repair perimeter silt fencing at multiple locations at 19265 Airport Way. Toe in silt fence to a
depth of 300 mm with the toe oriented upslope.

4. Complete the perimeter silt fencing around the north side of 19265 Airport Way as detailed in
the Permit Application Drawing G-SP1.

5. Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against upsiope
side when accumulation reaches 50% of the height of the fence.

6. Address surface water issue at the south end of 19265 Airport Way so that sediment-laden
water is not discharged offsite. The need for a sediment pond(s) described in Soil Removal
and Fill Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086 should be revisited.

7. Gravel check dams within drainage pathways and channels may begin to ameliorate the
situation in places. Check dams should be maintained as stated in Permit Application Drawing
G-SP4.

8. Water accumulating in the makeshift pond near the south end of the site should not be
pumped to the grassy area beside the entrance at 19265 Airport Way.

9. ESC criteria presented in Permit Application Drawing G-SP4 should be adhered to.
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7.0 Site Groundwater Sampling Requirements — 19265 Airport Way 18

zo Site Groundwater Sampling Requirements — 19265

___

Airport Way

_______ ____

Groundwater flow at the subject sites is inferred to follow local topography to the southwest towards

the Eraser River (Active Earth, 2012). Drinking water guidelines are expected to apply to the subject

sites. The standards protective of freshwater aquatic life are applicable. Establishment of quantitative

baseline conditions at the subject sites was not completed prior to development. The Phase 1 ESA for

the Airport Way site and the PSI for the Sutton Avenue site did not identify APECs at either site; both

reports assessed the risk of environmental contamination to be low, and did not recommended further

investigation.

Commentary — Since redevelopment of the subject sites began, a very significant amount of material

has been imported from hundreds of source locations. Despite the screening procedures employed by

the Developer and their consultant, the risk of contamination cannot be ruled out entirely until

quantitative data describing onsite groundwater has been collected.
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8.0 Water Quality in Katzie Slough adjacent to Subject Sites 19

Water Quality in Katzie Slough adjacent to Subject
Sites

______________

The discharge of sediment-laden water from the Airport Way site was observed on February 04, 2016
and January 21, 2016. Water quality was quantitatively assessed in the field on February 04, 2016.
Immediately following the ESC audit, a significant plume of sediment-laden water was observed entering
Katzie Slough via the culvert that conveys water south from 19265 Airport Way. To assess the

magnitude and extent of the plume, turbidity levels (a field measurement indicating significance of

suspended solids) in Katzie Slough were measured at three (3) locations: discharge point; immediately

upstream of discharge point (background) and Harris Road. Background turbidity levels immediately

upstream of the discharge point were 6.7 to 7.2 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) (Appendix A:

Photo 1). At the discharge location turbidity was 182 to 268 NTU within the plume (Appendix A: Photos

2, 5 and 6). Due to the elevated turbidity, discharged water exceeded the BC WUG for the protection of

aquatic life. The most applicable WQG states that when background water turbidity is between 8 to 50

NTU (slightly higher background than observed in February, 2016) during high flows or in turbid waters,

discharged water should not exceed background by more than 5 NTU. The measured turbidity of water

entering Katzie Slough from 19265 Airport Way at 16:00 on February 04, 2016 exceeded this guideline.

Table 8-1 presents in situ water quality data collected at three (3) locations along Katzie Slough beside

the subject sites. From 13:50 to 16:00, two (2) measurements were collected at the upstream reference

location, (2) measurements were collected within the plume at the culvert outlet and one (1)

measurement was collected downstream at Harris Road.

TABLE 8-1. WATER QUALITY MEASUREMENTS IN KATZIE SLOUGH ON FEBRUARY 04, 2016

Upstream Reference Within Plume Downstream of Plume

j Location at 19265 Airport Way at Harris Road

Time 13:50 to 16:00 15:55 to 16:05 16:20

Turbidity (NTU) 6.7 to 7.6 182-269 10.3

Temperature (‘C) 7.7 to 7.8 7.7 7.7

pH 7.0 to 8.1 6.7 to 7.3 6.8

The 2012 Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Assessment stated that measured background turbidity in this

region of Katzie Slough was relatively constant in all seasons and ranged from 2.4 to 11.5 NTU (Scott

Resource Services, 2012). An excerpt from the Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Assessment (2012) is

presented below.

“The mainstem of Katzie Slough is a channelized low gradient watercourse characterized by steeply

incised banks, relatively uniform depth, and low habitat heterogeneity. Pump stations control water

level and restrictfish movement between the Fraser, Pitt, and Alouette Rivers and Katzie Slough. The

water in Katzie Slough had relatively low dissolved oxygen (DO) (1.2 to 9.2 mg/L) and high
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8.0 Water Quality in Katzie Slough adjacent to Subject Sites 20
7

ternperature (14.5 to 20.5 °C) in the summer1and relatively high DO (4.9 to 14.1 rng/L) and low

temperature (4.0 to 7.1 °C) in the winter. Turbidity and pH were relatively constant in all seasons.”

Scott Resource Services, 2012

8.1 Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works

Channel maintenance in the north—south ditch along the east side of the Airport Way site coincided with

a significant plume of sediment laden water entering Katzie Slough on February 04, 2016. Isolating an

instream work area from flow can limit the amount of sediment-laden water conveyed downstream. BC

MoE Standards and Best Practices for lnstream Works (2004) suggest the following:

• Isolate your work area from all flowing water, but do not cut offflow to downstream portions of

the stream at any time during construction.

• Temporarily divert, enclose, or pump the water around the worksite. Ensure the point of

discharge to the creek is located immediately downstream of the worksite to minimize

disturbance to downstream populations and habitats.

• If it is not possiblefor you to fully isolate and divert flowing waterfrom your work area due to

water depth and volume, isolate your works with a silt curtain to keep silty water from entering

clean water.

Commentary / Recommendations — quantitative data suggests that the elevated turbidity observed in

the Slough resulted as a discharge from 19265 Airport Way on February 04, 2016. Future instream

work should be conducted in a manner consistent with BMPs for instream work (BC MoE, 2004) in an

effort to remain in compliance with BC Water Quality Guidelines for the protection of aquatic life from

the effects of elevated turbidity.
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9.0 Document Review for 19451 Sutton Avenue 2].

A Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) is a method used to assist in determining potential environmental
liabilities due to contamination on a site or property. This process involves a detailed review of land
uses and history including a site visit, record searches, personal interviews and the evaluation of related
information and reporting. This information is used to determine potential impacts on a site due to
contamination.

A Stage 1 PSI was completed for 11431 Borison Road in 2012 by Active Earth. It is noted that the current
address of this property is 19451 Sutton Avenue and the property boundaries are the same for both
current and former addresses, as verified by the City’s web mapping software, iVault.

The 2012 Stage 1 PSI asserts that the “Stage 1 report generally complies with CSA Standard Z768-01 —

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and BC Ministry of Environment Technical Guidance 10—
Checklist for Reviewing a Preliminary Site Investigation.”

Active Earth, 2012

As stated in the 2012 Stage 1 PSI, the scope of the report included: a review of published geotechnical,
environmental and geological information; a site visit to identify possible sources of contamination or
environmental impairment; a review of historical information; interviewing suitable knowledgeable

F
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9.0 Document Review for 19451 Sutton Avenue

9.1 Documents Reviewed

• Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation 11431 Bonson Road, Pitt Meadows, BC. Active Earth, July

: 2012.

• Soil Deposit Permit Application for 19451 Sutton Avenue, Schedule “B”. From Onni Contracting
Ltd. on November 27, 2012.

• Soil Deposit Permit No. 2013-RPO81 for 19451 Sutton Avenue, Schedule “D”. Permit issued
November 20, 2012.

. Council Report, Soil Deposit Application for 19451 Sutton Avenue, June 3, 2013.
• Japanese Knotweed Management Plan for 11431 Bonson Road, Pitt Meadows, BC. FiIe# 338-05-

02. Cascade Environmental Research Group, 2015.

Additional documentation requested but not received

• ESC drawings from GeoPacific referenced in “Soil Deposit Permit Application for 19451 Sutton
Avenue, Schedule “B”. From Onni Contracting Ltd. on November 27, 2012.

• ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue / 11431 Bonson Road.

9.2 Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) - 19451 Sutton Avenue
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9.0 Document Review for 19451 Sutton Avenue 22

viduaIs familiarwith the site; investigating and collecting relevant information pertaining to

environmental concerns about the Site from the Ministry of Environment.

The 2012 Stage 1 PSI concludes that Active Earth did not consider any onsite activities to present a

significant environmental risk; no APECs were identified for the Site. Additionally, the 2012 Stage 1 PSI

assessed the risk of environmental contamination to the Site from off-site sources to be “low”. The

2012 Stage 1 PSI was signed by two (2) senior engineers; both are members of CSAP BC.

Commentary - Dillon did not identify any significant omissions in the Stage 1 PSI for 11431 Bonson

Road / 19451 Sutton Avenue. The BC MoE’s Technical Guidance on Contaminated Sites #10 (BC MoE,

2005) was referenced during Dillon’s review of the 2012 Stage 1 PSI for 11431 Bonson Road / 19451

Sutton Avenue. Dillon is not aware of any sampling of onsite groundwater prior to, or during the

ongoing development at 19451 Sutton Avenue. The collection of groundwater and soil samples is

beyond the scope of a PSI. Establishment of quantitative baseline conditions at 19451 Sutton Avenue

does not appear to have occurred.

9.3 Soil Deposit Permit Application No. 2013-RPO81

The Soil Deposit Permit Application for 19451 Sutton Avenue (No. 2013-RPO81) was received on October

30, 2013. To address ESC-specific items #16 and #19 of the Soil Deposit Permit Application, the

Developer provided the following:

#16. Filling must not cause erosion, stability or drainage problems on the property or to

neighboring properties and the following measures will be taken to achieve these objectives:

“GeoPacific has devised a fill plan to ensure there will be no erosion, stability or drainage problems

(DWGS TO BE SUBMITTED)” (sic)

#19. The Following measures will be taken to protect and keep wells, natural water courses, septic

fields, water works, sewers and other utilities drains, ditches, culverts, catch basins and other

public works clear and clean of all sediment, silt, leachate or other fouling or obstruction of: (sic)

“Sediment control plan included in GeoPac(flc’s drawings (TO BE SUBMITTED)” (sic)

9.4 Soil Deposit Permit No. 2013-RPO81

Soil deposit Permit No. 2013-RPO81 was issued on Oct 30, 2013. Permit quantities approved by council

at issuance of permit were 188,590 m3. The current permit approval by city staff indicated 110,000 m3

of structural fill was expected within the 1 year timeframe of the permit.
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9.0 Document Review for 19451 Sutton Avenue 23

9.5 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

The referenced drawings noted in the Soil Deposit Permit Application for 19451 Sutton Avenue were not
available for review.

9.6 Japanese Knotweed Management Plan

Documentation describing the presence, removal and recommended Japanese Knotweed management
plan at the subject sites was reviewed by Dillon. The documentation states that five (5) patches of
Japanese knotweed were identified by a technologist at 19451 Sutton Avenue, near the newly excavated
channel on the south side of Airport Way. The document indicated that Japanese knotweed had been
excavated under the supervision of a technologist and relocated across Airport Way to the “dump site”
to a “bermed and lined containment area”. The report author recommended that Japanese knotweed
patches at 19451 Sutton Avenue and the material within the contained area at 19265 Airport Way be
monitored and chemically treated at least twice yearly over the next 3 to 5 years, until no more shoots
are observed for one full year.
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10.0 Procedures and Documentation Provided for the
Sources and Analyses of the Soil Testing Program for
mported Fill — 19451 Sutton Avenue

Soil Deposit Permit for 19451 Sutton Avenue states that 110,000m3(later increased to 188,590 m3) of
structural fill was to be imported to this address. Based on communications with the City and the
Developer, it is Dillon’s understanding that the Developer was not required to maintain material tracking
records for the Sutton Avenue site.

Commentary - Dillon did not review soil quality data or environmental reports describing material
imported to 19451 Sutton Avenue. It is noted that in 2013, when material importation began at 19451
Sutton Avenue, permit conditions did not require that material tracking records be maintained.
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11.0 Erosion and Sediment Control — 19451 Sutton Avenue 25

11.0 Erosion and Sediment Control — 19451 Sutton Avenue

ii.i Erosion and Sediment Control Audit

As a result of recent clearing work, there is no instream or riparian vegetation along the stretch of Katzie

Slough spanning Bonson Road to Harris Road. No earth works were being completed at the Sutton

Avenue site at time of the site visit; however, several stockpiles of soil were placed within lOm of Katzie

Slough. The bank appears to be sloughing at several locations on the south side of Airport Way. The

lack of riparian vegetation is resulting in an exacerbation of erosion, both potential and observed.

Concrete has been poured along the south bank of Katzie Slough at the top of the bank, presumably to

bolster ESC measures at this location.

Most of the Sutton Avenue site is covered with imported fill material. There are several stockpiles of

imported material, including boulders and concrete.

Silt fencing deficiencies at the Sutton Avenue site were less concerning that those identified at the

Airport Way site. However, several deficiencies were noted.

Deficiencies identified at the Sutton Avenue site include:

1. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not available for review.

2. Silt fence undercutting at the north side of the site. Silt fence deficiencies initially observed on

January 21 had not been corrected as of February 04, 2016.

3. Stockpiled soil on the south side of Katzie Slough was not surrounded with silt fencing to limit

soil mobilization.

4. Some stockpiled soil did not appear to have been hydroseeded.

Recommendations

1. Stockpiled soil should be hydroseeded or surrounded with silt fencing to limit the potential for

soil mobilization and offsite conveyance.

2. The use of uncured cement near the top of the bank of Katzie Slough is a high risk practice

that could be deleterious to the adjacent watercourse. Concrete, cement, mortars, grouts and

other Portland cement or lime containing construction materials are alkaline materials. They
are highly toxic to fish and must only be used near water with extreme care. (BC MoE, 2004).

Adherence to Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works should be adhered to if

uncured concrete is to be used near a watercourse (BC MoE, 2004).

3. Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further offsite

migration of imported fill. Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and ESC measures

along the perimeter of the site.

4. Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against upslope

side when accumulation reaches 50% of the height of the fence.
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11.0 Erosion and Sediment Control — 19451 Sutton Avenue 26

5. General recommendations regarding ESC measures at 19265 Airport Way are also applicable
to 19451 Sutton Avenue.

6. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue should be developed and adhered to.
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12.0 Containment/Management Plan for Japanese Knotweed Found onsite 27

12.0 Containment/Management Plan for Japanese
Knotweed Found onsite

Japanese knotweed (Fallopiajaponica) is one of four invasive knotweeds in BC. Knotweeds have
become a major problem in Canada and the Unites States. Where knotweeds have invaded, they are
posing serious threats to soil, water and land resources, impacting biodiversity and ecosystem processes
(BC MoE, 2007). Knotweeds are tall, herbaceous, creeping, perennial weeds. Large overwintering roots
produce new shoots in March and April. Plants grow rapidly, reaching their full height by late June.
Knotweeds typically grow in large clumps of stout, bamboo-like stems 1.5 to 6m tall (BC MoE, 2007).

Knotweed plants can regenerate from very small pieces of rhizome and initiate a major infestation.
Most spread of knotweed is accomplished by vegetative means (i.e., not via seed dispersal) (BC MoE,
2007).

The Weed ControlAct requires that all land occupiers control the spread of provincial and/or regional
noxious weeds on their land and premises, and specifies provisions for the transportation, movement,
and cleaning of machinery. The Weed Control Act states:

“In accordance with the regulations, an occupier must control noxious weeds growing or located on
land and premises, and on any other property located on land and premises, occupied by that
person.”

The Japanese Knotweed Management Plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue is summarized above in Section
9.6.

Commentary I Recommendation — The Developer is addressing the Japanese knotweed situation at
19451 Sutton Avenue. The Developer has been provided with a Japanese Knotweed Management
Plan for the site. The importation of organic soils is the most common route by which Japanese
knotweed is expected to be introduced to the Site; the Developer’s FSDA for the Airport Way site
indicates that “Organic soils” and “wood waste” are unacceptable materials. It is noted that the
Developer’s FSDA does not explicitly state that invasive plant material is not accepted at the Fill Site.
To prevent the introduction of Japanese knotweed and other invasive plants, the onsite auditor
should be able to identify invasive plants and refuse loads containing such plants or organic debris.
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4

Summary of Recommendations

Based on a review of available resources pertaining to recent development at 19265 Airport Way and
19451 Sutton Avenue the following summary of recommendations and commentary is provided.

13.1 Developer’s Interpretation of the CSR as it relates to Soil Relocation

The City of Pitt Meadows Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2352, 2007 (page 174) identifies the north
half of 19265 Airport Way as a Business Park and a Park; the south half of 19265 Airport Way is
designated Agricultural in Schedule 3A, Urban Land Use. The City has received an Official Community
Plan amendment from Onni to rezone 19265 Airport Way to Business Park. As per discussions with the
City, when the OCP was adopted in 2007, the southern parcel was still within the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR), hence, the zoning was left as Agricultural. In 2009, the land was removed from the ALR
with the intent to be included with the neighbouring lot as a business park. It is the City’s practise to
require developers to apply for rezoning rather than rezone at the time of OCP revision. Accordingly,
the property has remained designated as Agricultural because, until now, no OCP application was
processed to have it changed.

Given the current and future land use (commercial / industrial) on the south half of 19265 Airport Way,
the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and application of CSR Schedule
7, Column II - Standards for non-agricultural land use, is appropriate.

13.2 Procedures and Documentation Provided for the Sources and the Soil Testing
Program for Imported Fill

Letters from Active Earth (October 25 and November 30, 2016) summarized in this report describe soil
quality evaluation procedures employed by the Developer and their consultant for the subject sites.
These soil evaluation procedures are consistent with industry standards.

13.3 Material Tracking Database

The information required under Bylaw No. 2593, listed above, was included in the material tracking
database for 19265 Airport Way for the period spanning June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016. There were
approximately three hundred (300) source fill sites identified in the material tracking database for this
period. The inclusion of duplicate and non-specific source site addresses precludes an exact count of
the number of source material sites from which material has been imported. Minimally descriptive
source fill sites identified in the material tracking database included: “SFU”, “westwood”, ‘w.van’ and
several others.
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13.0 Summary of Recommendations 29

It is noted that 38 loads of soil were reported to have been imported to the site for the assessed period.
The FSDA for 19265 Airport Way states that “organic soils” are unacceptable materials for disposal.

A material tracking database for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not available for review as this information
was not required under permit conditions at the time of permit issuance.

13.4 Potential Impacts of Non-Soil Fill Stored Onsite and the Potential Impacts of

____

Processing Recycled Road Base Onsite

There appears to be a gap in the documented communication record between the Developer and the
Ministry with regard to the importation of asphalt debris to the site. Storing, processing and burying
non-fill soil material onsite (especially significant quantities of asphalt) could result in the site being
classified as a contaminated site according to CSR Schedule 2. Consultation with the Ministry of the
Environment is encouraged to ensure that practices are aligned with Ministry requirements and that
asphalt importation has not exceeded the imprecisely defined threshold between beneficial use and
waste disposal. Based on communication with the City, Dillon understands that the importation of
asphalt and concrete to the Airport Way site ceased in January, 2016. It is noted that the Ministry does
not consider the reuse of asphalt or concrete as road bed fill to constitute land filling (BC MoE, 2013).

ias - Erosion and Sediment Control

Several inconsistencies between the ESC plan submitted in support of Soil Removal and Fill Deposit
Permit Application 2014-RP086 for 19265 Airport Way and ESC measures currently in place were noted.
Improved measures to prevent the offsite conveyance of imported fill materials and silt are strongly
recommended. Previous reports by other authors have made similar suggestions. In addition to

V

environmental concerns, in a worst case scenario, the offsite conveyance of silt, sediment and other
imported material at 19265 Airport Way has the potential to impact the efficacy of the local drainage
system and municipal infrastructure. Specific recommendations to improve current ESC measures are
presented in Sections 6.2 and 11.1 of this report. Adherence to the criteria detailed in Drawings G-SP1
to G-SP4 submitted in support of the Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit 2014-RP086 is expected to
limit the potential for the offsite migration of material into Katzie Slough. As Katzie Slough is a fish-
bearing watercourse, Section 36(3) of the Fisheries Act applies. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue
was not available for review.

It is apparent that sediment containment measures at the south end of the site have been
overwhelmed. While silt fencing, filter cloth and gravel check dams, as described in the permit
application drawings, may begin to mitigate some of the issues, a more robust approach is likely
required as significant rainfall can be expected to continue into April of this year and the project is still at
a very early stage.
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13.6 Groundwater Sampling Requirements

Despite the screening procedures employed by the Developer and their consultant, the risk of

contamination cannot be ruled out entirely until quantitative data describing onsite groundwater has

been collected.

13.7 Water Quality in Katzie Slough adjacent to Subject Sites

Quantitative data suggests that the elevated turbidity observed in the Slough resulted as a discharge

from 19265 Airport Way on February 04, 2016. Future instream work should be conducted in a manner

consistent with BMPs for instream work (BC MoE, 2004) in an effort to remain in compliance with BC

WQGs for the protection of aquatic life from the effects of elevated turbidity.

13.8_-__Containment/Management Plan for Japanese Knotweed Found Onsite

The Developer is addressing the issue of Japanese knotweed at 19451 Sutton Avenue. The Developer

has been provided with a Japanese Knotweed Management Plan for the site. The importation of organic

soils is the most common route by which Japanese knotweed is expected to be introduced to the Site;

the Developer’s FSDA for the Airport Way site indicates that “Organic soils” and “wood waste” are

unacceptable materials. It is noted that the Developer’s FSDA does not explicitly state that invasive

plant material is not accepted at the Fill Site. To prevent the introduction of Japanese knotweed and

other invasive plants the onsite auditor should be able to identify invasive plants and refuse loads

containing such plants or organic debris.
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Closure

This report was prepared exclusively for the purposes, project and site location outlined in the report.
The report is based on information provided to, or obtained by, Dillon as indicated in the report, and
applies solely to site conditions existing at the time of report preparation. Although a reasonable
investigation was conducted by Dillon, Dillon’s investigation was by no means exhaustive. This report is
not to be construed as an assurance of the lack of contamination, or potential for contamination at the
subject sites. Rather, this report represents a reasonable review of available information within an
agreed work scope, schedule, and budget. Any use which a third party (i.e., a party other than the City
of Pitt Meadows) makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions made based on it, are the
responsibilities of such third parties. Dillon accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any
third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report.

Dillon appreciates the opportunity to continue working with the City of Pitt Meadows. Please feel free to
contact the undersigned at 604-278-7847 should you have any concerns.

Sincerely,
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Tim Gray, M.E.T., R.P.Bio
Environmental Scientist
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Appendix A
Erosion and Sediment Control Audit — Memo
sent February 05, 2016
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DILLON Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
CONSULTING 19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

MEMO DATE: February 05, 2016

ESC AUDITOR:
Tim Gray, M.E.T., R.P.Bio, Dillon Consulting
Limited

An audit of Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) measures at 19265 Airport Way and 19541 SuttonAvenue was completed on February 04, 2016. Audit participants included representatives from the Cityof Pitt Meadows, the Onni Group and Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon). Several concerninginconsistencies between the ESC plan submitted in support of Soil Removal and Fill Deposit PermitApplication 2014-RP086 — 19265 Airport Way and measures currently in place were noted. Photographsare appended to the end of this memo. Specific preliminary recommendations to improve ESC measuresobserved onsite are also provided.

Immediately following the ESC audit a significant plume of sediment-laden water entering Katzie Sloughvia the culvert that conveys water south, away from 19265 Airport Way was observed. To assess themagnitude and extent of the plume water turbidity (a field measurement indicating significance ofsedimentation) levels in Katzie Slough were measured at three (3) locations: discharge point; immediatelyupstream of discharge point and Harris Road. Background turbidity levels immediately upstream of thedischarge point were 6.7 to 7.2 Nepheloinetric Turbidity Units (NTU) (Photo 1). At the dischargelocation water turbidity was 182 to 268 NTU (Photos 2, 5 and 6). This elevated turbidity was not incompliance with BC Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life. The BC Water QualityGuideline (BC WQG) for the protection of aquatic life. To be in compliance with the BC WQG,discharged water should not be more than 5 NTU above background at any time when background waterturbidity is 8 - 50 NTU during high flows or in turbid waters.

Section 36(3) of the Federal Fisheries Act states that “no person shall deposit or permit the deposit of adeleterious substance of any type in water frequented by fish”. Given that sediment can clog gills,occlude vision and/or smother spawning gravels, it qualifies as a deleterious substance under the Act. Assuch, the exceedance of BC WQG indicates that this discharge was non-compliant with the Fisheries Act.In addition to environmental concerns, in a worst case scenario, the offsite conveyance of silt, sedimentand other imported material at 19265 Airport Way has the potential to impact the efficacy of the localdrainage system and municipal infrastructure.

At Harris Road, approximately 500m downstream of the 19265 Airport Way discharge point waterquality had improved; turbidity levels were similar to those observed immediately upstream of thedischarge point from 19265 Airport Way (Photos 3 and 4). At 4:20 PM water turbidity at Harris Roadwas measured to be 10.3 NTU.

Silt fencing deficiencies require immediate attention at multiple locations at 19541 Sutton Avenue(Photos 7 and 8) and 19265 Airport Way (Photos 9 to 11). Silt fencing deficiencies observed by Dillonalong Airport way on January 21, 2016 had not been repaired on February 04, 2016.

Dillon Consulting Limited Dillon Project # 1 6-3051 Page 1
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue February 05, 2016

The BC Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Instream work do not appear to have been followed
during ditching activities along the east side of 19265 Airport Way (Photo 12). Instream work BMPs
include isolating working cells from flowing water; pumping water around the area or disturbance etc.

It is apparent that sediment containment measures at the south end of the site have been overwhelmed fora while; sediment has accumulated near the gate I bridge to the active fill site (Photo 13) and sediment
plumes leaving 19265 Airport Way have been observed by Dillon in Katzie Slough on multiple dates (Jan
21, 2016 and February 04, 2016). While filter cloth and gravel check darns, as described in the permit
application drawings, may begin to mitigate some of the issues, a more robust approach is likely required
as significant rainfall can be expected to continue into April of this year and the project is still at a very
early stage.

To begin addressing water management issues at the south end of the site the topic of an engineered
sediment pond, as presented in the permit application drawings, may need to be revisited, despite previous
suggestions to the contrary by others. Areas where water is pooling at the north and center of the site donot appear to be effectively allowing for sediment removal from storm water accumulating onsite. Thiswas particularly evident at the south end of 19265 Airport Way (Photo 13). Permit Application drawing
G-SP4 states that “all onsite storm water, including truck wash, must be directed to the sediment controlpond’. This was not the case on February 04, 2016 given that the sediment pond has not been
constructed.

Specific recommendations that follow from the February 04, 2016 ESC audit are as follows:
1. Increase the frequency of water quality monitoring at the culvert near the south east corner of

19265 Airport Way. A suggested frequency of once per week and immediately after any storm
event exceeding 25mm in a 24-hour period is suggested.

2. Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further migration
of imported fill. Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and erosion control measures along
the perimeter of both subject sites. Weekly monitoring and inspection of ESC measures is among
the ESC control criteria listed on Permit Application drawing G-SP4. Deficiencies should be
fixed once identified.

3. Repair perimeter silt fencing at multiple locations at 19265 Airport Way.
4. Complete the perimeter silt fencing around the north side of 19265 Airport Way as detailed in the

Permit Application drawing G-SP1.
5. Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against upslope side

when accumulation reaches 50% of the height of the fence.
6. Address surface water issue at the south end of 19265 Airport Way so that sediment-laden water

is not discharged offsite. The need for a sediment pond(s) described in Soil Removal and Fill
Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086 should be revisited.

7. Surface water pooling at the center and north of the site is not being conveyed offsite effectively
and is not passing through a settlement pond as described in the Permit Application drawings.

8. Gravel check darns within drainage pathways and channels may begin to ameliorate the situation
in places. Check dams should be maintained as stated in Permit Application drawing G-SP4.

9. Water accumulating in the makeshift pond near the south end of the site should not be pumped to
the grassy area beside the entrance at 19265 Airport Way (See Photo 13).

10. Erosion and sediment control criteria presented in Permit Application drawing G-SP4 should be
adhered to.
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05, 2016

Photo 1: To assess the impact of discharged water from 19265 Airport Wayon the waters of Katzie Slough, water quality was assessed immediatelyupstream of the discharge point from the site. Water upstream of thedischarge point had a measured turbidity of 6.7 to 7.6 NTU. This is takento be the background turbidity level of Katzie Slough at this location. Aprofessionally calibrated instrument (YSI 6920) was used to measure in situwater quality r
- Feb 04, 2016 at 4:00 pm.

Photo 2: Water quality was assessed in Katzie Slough at the discharge point.Instream work (ditching) had been conducted along the east border of 19265Airport Way during the afternoon of Feb 04, 2016. Water at the dischargepoint had a measured turbidity of 182 to 269 NTU, much higher than theupstream reference point. This elevated turbidity is not in compliancewith BC Water Quality Guidelines for the protection of aquatic Life.- - - - - ,- -. -

-‘,-
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Preliminaiy Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airnort Way and 1954] Sutton Avenue

February 05. 2016

Photo 3: The waters of Katzie Slough
discharge point on February 04, 2016.
Photo date Feb 04, 2016.

were quite turbid downstream of the
Photo looking upstream (i.e. east).

Photo 4: Water quality was assessed in Katzie Slough at Harris Road,approximately 500m downstream of the discharge location, to determine theextent of impacted surface water in Katzie Slough. Water turbidity at HarrisRoad had decreased relative to the discharge point. Water in KatzieSlough at Harris Road had a measured of 10.3 NTU and was similar tothe upstree - Phi — - 04 --

fA’) PM.
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05. 2016

Photo 6: Plume of sediment laden water leaving 19265 Airport Way andentering Katzie Slough. Photo looking north while standing on the south sideof Katzie Slough. Photo date Feb 04 2016.

Photo 5: A plume of sediment laden water was observed entering KatzieSlough on the south side of Airport Way via the culvert discharging surfacewater runoff from 19265 Airport Way. The culvert is located on the south sideofther

Dillon Consulting Limited Dillon Project # 16-3051 PageS
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 ,4irnort Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05 2016

Photo 7:
- Silt fencing deficiencies were noted along the south side of Airport Way on Jan 21, 2016. This deficiency at the SuttonAvenue site had not been addressed at the time of Dillon’s following site visit on Feb 04, 2016 (see next photo). Photo date Jan 21,2016.
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05, 2016

Photo 8. Another view of the silt fence maintenance deficiency, initially observed on Jan 21, 2016, that had not been addressed at thetime of Dillon’s following site visit on Feb 04, 2016. Photo looking south east, standing near the east border of 19265 Airport Way. Thecurrent biweekly monitoring of silt fencing in inadequate. Photo date Feb 04, 2016.
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05, 2016

Photo 9: Inappropriate application of silt fencing and discharge of surface water into the ditch on the east side of 19265 Airport Waywithout passing through any significant sediment containment mechanism (i.e. gravel check dams or sediment pond). Photo lookingeast along the east border of 19265 Airport Way. Photo date Feb 04, 2016.
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05, 2016

Photo 10: Ineffective surface water management practices are leading to ponding of water throughout the site. Silt fencing has beenbreached along the east side of the property at several locations. Photo looking east along the east border of 19265 Airport Way.Photo date r: n4
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airnort Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05. 2016

Photo 11: There are multiple locations where silt fencing has not been keyed in properly and will not hold back imported materials.Photo looking east along the south border of 19265 Airport Way. Photo date Feb 04, 2016.

-
-

______
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airport Way and 1954] Sutton Avenue

February 05. 2016

Photo 12: Instream works along the east side of 19265 Airport Way were being completed during the February 04 site visit. The BCBest Management Practices for Instream work do not appear to have been followed (i.e. isolate working cell from flowing water;pumping water around the area or disturbance). Photo looking north along the east border of 19265 Airport Way. Photo date Feb 04,2016.

________________________________________
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Preliminary Comments on ESC measures at
19265 Airnort Way and 19541 Sutton Avenue

February 05. 2016

Photo 13: Accumulated surface water at the south end of 19265 Airport Way is being pumped to a vegetated area with very limitedfiltration capacity. Sediment has migrated off site. The sediment pond detailed in the permit application has not been constructed. Thecollection ponds near the south side of the Airport Way are overwhelmed. Sediment-laden water was flowing off site and impacting theadjacent aquatic environment. Photo looking west along the south border of 19265 Airport Way. Photo date Feb 04, 2016.
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Appendix B
Fill Management Flow Chart

City of Pitt Meadows
Environmental Consultant Development Review
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____

Complete Site
Profile

(CSR Schedule 1)

H complet
•PhaselESA

accordance with
Bylaws and CSR
requliernents

Accept Material

Do Not Accept
Material

Fill Management

- No

I

Yes

>
-j

Ensure documents describing assessed material quality and site
conditions are kept on file
Ensure best management practices are followed to prevent the
importation or creation of contamination / pollution
Engage a qualified environmental professional early in the process

Yes
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;
• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary
Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment (ESA) for the property

• Phase I ESA completed by Active Earth Engineering Ltd.

• As stated in the 2013 Phase I ESA, the report’s scope included: a review of previous
environmental reports for the area; a site visit to identify possible sources of contamination
or environmental impairment and a review of historical information.

• The 2013 ESA concludes that Active Earth did not consider any onsite activities to present a
significant environmental risk; no APECs were identified for the Site. The 2013 Phase I ESA
was signed by a senior engineer who is a member of CSAP BC.

• Dillon reviewed the 2013 Phase I ESA for the Airport Way site; no significant omissions were
identified Establishment of quantitative baseline conditions at the Airport Way site does not
appear to have occurred. The collection of groundwater and soil samples is beyond the scope
ofaPhaselESA.
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
-
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Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it
relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil
relocation agreements identified in Schedule 7 of the CSR;

The City of Pitt Meadows Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 2352, 2007 (page 174) identifies the
north half of 19265 Airport Way as a Business Park and a Park; the south half of 19265 Airport Way is
designated Agricultural in Schedule 3A, Urban Land Use. The City has received an Official
Community Plan amendment from Onni to rezone 19265 Airport Way to Business Park. As per
discussions with the City, when the OCP was adopted in 2007, the southern parcel was still within
the Agricultural Land Reserve (AIR), hence, the zoning was left as Agricultural. In 2009, the land was
removed from the AIR with the intent to be included with the neighbouring lot as a business park. It
is the City’s practise to require developers to apply for rezoning rather than rezone at the time of
OCP revision. Accordingly, the property has remained designated as Agricultural because, until now,
no OCP application was processed to have it changed.

• Given the current and future land use (commercial I industrial) on the south half of 19265 Airport
Way, the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and application of CSR
Schedule 7, Column II - Standards for non-agricultural land use, is appropriate.
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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Review the procedures and documentation provided
for the sources and the soil testing program for
imported fill

• Dillon reviewed the Developer’s Fill Site Disposal Agreement for 19265 Airport
Way.

F
91

I

• Letters from Active Earth Engineering Ltd. describe the source material screening
processes used.

• For large or commercial sites (typically >500m3)the Developer requires an
environmental report to allow for comparison of materials with CSR Schedule 7
Column II Standards.

• For smaller residential sites (typically <500m3)the Developer requires that
Schedule 1 of the CSR be completed to describe the material source site.
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Review the procedures and documentation provided
for the sources and the soil testing program for
imported fill

• Dillon reviewed documentation of fill material assessment for selected sites
identified in the material tracking database to assess current material tracking and
screening practices.

• 7 source material locations selected by Dillon.

• A site profile or ESA was available (from the Developer) for each of the audited
import material source locations.
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;
• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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Review the provided material tracking
database

Bylaw No. 2593, Section 8 - Soil Removal or Fill Deposit Requirements

Every permit holder shall maintain a daily log of all fill deposit and soil
removal activity. The ledger shall record:

(a) date and time of the deposit or removal;

(b) licence plant or trucks delivering fill or removing soil and whether a
pup trailer is used;

• (c) quantity offill being deposited or soil being removed;

• (d) name or company depositing fill or removing soil;

• (e) address of soil source or destination
DILLON
CC)NSULflNC
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Review the provided material tracking
database

The information required under Bylaw No. 2593, listed above, was included in the
material tracking database for 19265 Airport Way for the period spanning June 01,
2015 to January 27, 2016. There were approximately three hundred (300) source
fill sites identified in the material tracking database for this period. The inclusion
of duplicate and non-specific source site addresses precludes an exact count of
the number of source material sites from which material has been imported.
Minimally descriptive source fill sites identified in the material tracking database
included: “SFU”, “westwood”, “w.van” and several others.

• It is noted that 38 loads of soil were reported to have been imported to the site
for the assessed period. The FSDA for 19265 Airport Way states that “organic
soils” are unacceptable materials for disposal.
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Review the provided material tracking
database

14

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL IMPORTED TO 19265 AIRPORT WAY - JUNE 01, 2015 TO
JANUARY 27, 2016
. a.

.

Volume (m3) 612 2,896 12 454 182 45,876 50,046
Number of Loads 74 334 2 38 23 4,666 5,138Percentage of total*

5.8 <0.1 0.9 0.4 91.7 100
1.2

*Total reported imported material volume from June 01, 2015 to January 27, 2016
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;
• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings,concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as thepotential impact of processing recycled road base onsite
• There appears to be a gap in the documented communication record between the Developer

and the Ministry with regard to the importation of asphalt debris to the site. Storing,
processing and burying non-fill soil material onsite (especially significant quantities of
asphalt) could result in the site being classified as a contaminated site according to CSR
Schedule 2.

• Consultation with the Ministry of the Environment is encouraged to ensure that practices are
aligned with Ministry requirements and that asphalt importation has not exceeded the.
imprecisely defined threshold between beneficial use and waste disposal.

• Based on communication with the City, Dillon understands that the importation of asphalt
and concrete to the Airport Way site has ceased as of January, 2016.
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified in
Schedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and

• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council

‘\
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

ESC plan consisted of 4 drawings from GeoPacific Consultants Ltd., March 20, 2014.

Many specific details included in the drawings, including a sediment pond at the south side of
the site.

Conditions onsite were not as prescribed by the ESC plan.

18
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

Deficiencies noted during the ESC audit included:

1. Surface water pooling at the center and north of the site is not being conveyed offsite effectively and is not
passing through a settlement pond as described in the Permit Application drawings.

2. Sediment-laden water exceeding BC WQG for the protection of aquatic life was observed entering Katzie
Slough from a culvert conveying water from 19265 Airport Way (Appendix A).

3. Collapsed silt fences, undercutting, improperly installed silt fences etc. at multiple locations along Airport
Way and the east side of 19265 Airport Way.

4. The BMPs for instream work do not appear to have been followed during ditching activities along the east
side of 19265 Airport Way (i.e., site isolation was not conducted).

5. Sediment accumulated at the south end of 19265 Airport Way has migrated beyond the silt fence.
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

-- -
DILLON
CONSULTING
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Photo 13: Accumulated surface water at the South end of 19265 Airport Way Is being pumped to a vegetated area with very limited -filtration capacity. Sediment has migrated oil site. The sediment pond detailed In the permit apptlcaUon has not been constructed. Thecollection ponds near the South side of tile Airport Way are overwhelmed. Sediment-laden water was flowing off site and Impacting theadjacent aquatic environment. Photo looking west along the south border of 19265 Airport Way. Photo date Feb 04, 2016.
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

Recommendations

1. Increase the frequency of water quality monitoring at the culvert near the southeast corner of 19265 Airport Way. A suggested frequency is onceper week and immediately after any storm event exceeding 25mm in a 24-hour period.
2. Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further offsite migration of imported fill. Increase monitoringfrequency of silt fences and ESC measures along the perimeter of the site. Weekly monitoring and inspection of ESC measures is among thecontrol criteria listed on Permit Application Drawing G-5P4. Deficiencies should be fixed immediately once identified.
3. Repair perimeter silt fencing at multiple locations at 19265 Airport Way. Toe in silt fence to a depth of 30O mm with the toe oriented upsiope.
4. Complete the perimeter silt fencing around the north side of 19265 Airport Way as detailed in the Permit Application Drawing G-SP1.
5. Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against upslope side when accumulation reaches 50% of the height ofthe fence.

6. Address surface water issue at the south end of 19265 Airport Way so that sediment-laden water is not discharged offsite. The need for asediment pond(s) described in Soil Removal and Fill Deposit Permit Application 2014-RP086 should be revisited.
7. Gravel check dams within drainage pathways and channels may begin to ameliorate the situation in places. Check dams should be maintained asstated in Permit Application Drawing G-SP4.

8. Water accumulating in the makeshift pond near the south end of the site should not be pumped to the grassy area beside the entrance at 19265Airport Way.

9. ESC criteria presented in Permit Application Drawing G-SP4 should be adhered to.
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19265 Airport Way
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for theproperty;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified inSchedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;
• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact ofprocessing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council

Ar
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Review and provide comment on the site
groundwater sampling requirements

Since redevelopment of the subject sites began, a very significant
amount of material has been imported from hundreds of source
locations. Despite the screening procedures employed by the
Developer and their consultant, the risk of contamination cannot be
ruled out entirely until quantitative data describing onsite groundwater
has been collected.
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19265 Airport Way•
Task 1: Environmental Assessment - 19265 Airport Way

• Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) for the
property;

• Review the Developer’s interpretation of the CSR as it relates to soil relocation and the standards triggering soil relocation agreements identified inSchedule 7 of the CSR;

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and the soil testing program for imported fill;
• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review the potential impact of non-soil fill (e.g., asphalt millings, concrete rubble, scrap steel, etc.) stored onsite, as well as the potential impact of
processing recycled road base onsite;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the site groundwater sampling requirements;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council
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19451 Sutton Avenue
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil testing
program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed found
onsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
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19451 Sutton Avenue
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue

• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil testing
program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed found
onsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
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Review and provide comment on the Stage 1 PreliminarySite Investigation (PSI), and Phase I Environmental SiteAssessment (ESA) for the property
• PSI completed by Active Earth Engineering Ltd. in 2012

• The 2012 Stage 1 PSI concludes that Active Earth did not consider any onsite activities to present a significant
environmental risk; no APECs were identified for the Site. Additionally, the 2012 Stage 1 PSI assessed the risk
of environmental contamination to the Site from off-site sources to be “low”. The 2012 Stage 1 PSI was

• signed by two (2) senior engineers; both are members of CSAP BC.
• Dillon did not identify any significant omissions in the Stage 1 PSI for 11431 Bonson Road / 19451 Sutton

Avenue. The BC MoE’s Technical Guidance on Contaminated Sites #10 (BC MoE, 2005) was referenced during
Dillon’s review of the 2012 Stage 1 PSI for 11431 Bonson Road / 19451 Sutton Avenue. Dillon is not aware of
any sampling of onsite groundwater prior to, or during the ongoing development at 19451 Sutton Avenue.
The collection of groundwater and soil samples is beyond the scope of a PSI. Establishment of quantitative
baseline conditions at 19451 Sutton Avenue does not appear to have occurred.
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19451 Sutton Avenue
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue
• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil testing

program for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed found
onsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
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Review the provided material tracking
database

Dillon did not review soil quality data or environmental reports
describing material imported to 19451 Sutton Avenue. It is noted
that in 2013, when material importation began at 19451 Sutton
Avenue, permit conditions did not require that material tracking
records be maintained.

-
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19451 Sutton Avenue
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue
• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil testingprogram for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;

• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;

• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed foundonsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
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Review and provide comment on the ESC
plan

An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not available for review.
Deficiencies identified at the Sutton Avenue site include:
1. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue was not available for review.
2. Silt fence undercutting at the north side of the site. Silt fence deficiencies initially observed

on January 21 had not been corrected as of February 04, 2016.
3. Stockpiled soil on the south side of Katzie Slough was not surrounded with silt fencing to

limit soil mobilization.

4. Some stockpiled soil did not appear to have been hydroseeded.
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

2. Silt fence undercutting at
the north side of the site. Silt
fence deficiencies initially
observed on January 21 had
not been corrected as of
February 04, 2016.

DILLON
-
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Photo 7: SlIt fencing deficiencies were noted along the south side of Airport Way on Jan 21, 2016. This deficiency at the SuttonAvenue site had not been addressed at the time of Dillon’s following Site visit on Feb 04. 2016 (see next photo). Photo date Jan 21,
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Review and provide comment on
the ESCpIan

3. Stockpiled soil on the
south side of Katzie Slough
was not surrounded with silt
fencing to limit soil
mobilization.

4. Some stockpiled soil did
notappearto have been
hydroseeded.
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

The use of uncured cement near the top of the bank of
Katzie Slough is a high risk practice that could be deleterious
to the adjacent watercourse. Concrete, cement, mortars,
grouts and other Portland cement or lime containing
construction materials are alkaline materials. They are
highly toxic to fish and must only be used near water with
extreme care. (BC MoE, 2004). Adherence to Standards and
Best Practices for Instream Works should be adhered to if
uncured concrete is to be used near a watercourse (BC MoE,
2004).

38
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Review and provide comment on
the ESC plan

Recommendations

1. Stockpiled soil should be hydroseeded or surrounded with silt fencing to limit the potential for soil mobilization and offsiteconveyance.

2. The use of uncured cement near the top of the bank of Katzie Slough is a high risk practice that could be deleterious to theadjacent watercourse. Concrete, cement, mortars, grouts and other Portland cement or lime containing construction materialsare alkaline materials. They are highly toxic to fish and must only be used near water with extreme care. (BC MoE, 2004).Adherence to Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works should be adhered to if uncured concrete is to be used near awatercourse (BC MoE, 2004).

3. Address deficiencies such as collapsed silt fences, undercutting, etc. to prevent further offsite migration of imported fill.Increase monitoring frequency of silt fences and ESC measures along the perimeter of the site.
4. Maintain silt fence as required including removal of accumulated sediment against upslope side when accumulation reaches 50%of the height of the fence.

5. General recommendations regarding ESC measures at 19265 Airport Way are also applicable to 19451 Sutton Avenue.
6. An ESC plan for 19451 Sutton Avenue should be developed and adhered to.
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19451 Sutton Avenue
Task 2: Environmental Assessment — 19451 Sutton Avenue
• Review the procedures and documentation provided for the sources and analyses of the soil testingprogram for imported fill;

• Review the provided material tracking database;
• Review and provide comment on the ESC plan;
• Review and provide comment on the containment/management plan for Japanese knotweed foundonsite;

• Prepare a report summarizing these reviews with commentary outlining any deficiencies; and
• Prepare a presentation of the findings to be delivered to Council on February 16, 2016.
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42Review andlirovitle cOmmentOnthe
containment/management plan for

Japanese knotweed found onsite

Documentation describing the presence, removal and recommended JapaneseKnotweed management plan at the subject sites was reviewed by Dillon. Thedocumentation states that five (5) patches of Japanese knotweed were identified bya technologist at 19451 Sutton Avenue, near the newly excavated channel on thesouth side of Airport Way. The document indicated that Japanese knotweed hadbeen excavated under the supervision of a technologist and relocated across AirportWay to the “dump site” to a “bermed and lined containment area”. The reportauthor recommended that Japanese knotweed patches at 19451 Sutton Avenue andthe material within the contained area at 19265 Airport Way be monitored andchemically treated at least twice yearly over the next 3 to 5 years, until no moreshoots are observed for one full year.
- -
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Review afld provrde cø fltOWthecontainment/management plan forJapanese knotweecifound onsite

The Developer is addressing the issue of Japanese knotweed at 19451 Sutton
Avenue. The Developer has been provided with a Japanese Knotweed ManagementPlan for the site. The importation of organic soils is the most common route bywhich Japanese knotweed is expected to be introduced to the Site; the Developer’sFSDA for the Airport Way site indicates that “Organic soils” and “wood waste” are
unacceptable materials. It is noted that the Developer’s FSDA does not explicitly
state that invasive plant material is not accepted at the Fill Site. To prevent the
introduction of Japanese knotweed and other invasive plants the onsite auditor
should be able to identify invasive plants and refuse loads containing such plants ororganic debris.
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